CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Friday, October 24th, 2008
Diversity Student Recruitment
Rutgers Graduate Student Lounge
College Avenue Campus
4:45-7:00 pm

Thursday, October 23rd, 2008
School Psychology Internship Seminar
A302, 5:00—8:00 pm

Monday, October 27th, 2008
Clinical PsyD Faculty Meeting
A302, 10:00—11:30 am

SAVE THE WEDNESDAY DATES:

November 5th, 2008
12:15 -1:30 pm
Colloquium by T. Chris Riley-Tillman, Ph.D.
Candidate for School Psychology Faculty
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology
East Carolina University
See Page 4 for more information

November 12th, 2008
12:15 –1:130 pm
Colloquium by Anne Gregory, Ph.D.
Candidate for School Psychology Faculty
Assistant Professor, Department of Human Services
University of Virginia

November 19th, 2008
12:15 –1:30 pm
Colloquium by Karen Gischlar, Ed.S., Ph.D. (anticipated May 2009)
Candidate for School Psychology Faculty
School Interventionist
Pennsylvania Training and Technical Assistance Network/Harrisburg

SUBMISSION OF ITEMS FOR PUBLICATION CAN BE SENT TO:
ARLENE MILLER
EMAIL: RELLIM@RCI.RUTGERS.EDU
OR
FAX: 732-445-4888
CONGRATULATIONS OCTOBER 2008 PSYD’S

TAL ASTACHAN * Clinical

MARIA BARDASH * School

JAMES BENDER JR. * Clinical

JANA HOROWITZ * Clinical

KEVIN LYNN * School

IGDA MARTINEZ PINCAY * Clinical

JASON MAYER * Clinical

JAMES PORTER * School

SAID SHEHADÉH * Clinical

KALENAH WITCHER * School
GRADUATE STUDY IN PSYCHOLOGY
DIVERSITY STUDENT RECRUITMENT

Date:  Friday, October 24, 2008
Time:  4:45 PM - 7:00 PM
Place:  Rutgers Graduate Student Lounge
        College Avenue Campus, NJ

- How to Get Started Applying to Doctoral Programs
- Mentoring by Minority Professionals
- Financial Aid & Application Tips
- Paid Practica During Graduate School
- What’s the Difference Between a Psy.D. and Ph.D.?
- What Are Graduate Schools Looking For?
- What Is School Psychology?
- One-On-One Time with Faculty & Graduate Students
- Information about Clinical Psychology Doctoral Programs
- Real People Who Want To Talk To You About Success In Graduate School.
- The True Story on Student Life
- Job Possibilities upon Graduation
- Straight Talk by Current Students

Free Food & Refreshments !!!!!

Register online at:
http://gsappweb.rutgers.edu
WEDDING BELLS TO RING IN FUTURE

Congratulations to Mikaela Bachoe (School PsyD) on her engagement to Chris Kilker (Rutgers Alum) on August 25th, 2008.

CONGRATULATIONS

Stephanie L. Sasso, Psy.M. received the New Jersey Psychological Association’s Dr. Zellig Bach Dissertation Award for the Study of the Family. Her dissertation is entitled “A Qualitative Study of Gender Role Identity and Relationship Satisfaction in Adults Raised in Equal Parenting Households”.

COLLOQUIUM

Dr. Jerry Berlin

Part-Time Lecturer / Organizational Psychology Program

“My Personal and Professional Relationship with Carl Rogers”

October 29, 2008

12:15—1:30 Room A317
Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology

Jerry Berlin worked with Carl R. Rogers for six years at both the University of Chicago and the University of Wisconsin, and received his Ph.D. from the former institution in 1961. Early in his career as a clinician, he became interested in applying emerging psychotherapeutic principles to the development of organizations and communities. Since then, he has consulted with a wide range of institutions ranging from large public corporations and federal agencies to smaller, more unique, institutions, even including a Trappist monastery.

Because of his training and experience as an aviator, Jerry has often consulted within the aerospace industry. He is best known for having developed the Cockpit Resource Management programs now in use by the major air carriers and the U.S. Air Force. During the decade of the seventies he taught at the University of Haifa and served as a full time officer in the Israel Air Force.

Dr. Berlin maintains an interest in teaching and training young psychologists and presently holds an appointment as a part time lecturer at the Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology of Rutgers University.

JOB AVAILABLE

The Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, Illinois is seeking a full time staff psychologist. All interested parties please go to http://gsappweb.rutgers.edu/alumni/job/jobpostings.php for more information.